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A CRASH COURSE FOR BEGINNERS
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Yay, First of all, we hope you are safe at home and healthy. We are excited to share with you a 
crash course in brush calligraphy! 

Learning this skill only needs few materials, we will be providing you with a worksheets that 
you can print but if you don’t have access to a printer at this time, no worries, any lined note-
book will be just fine! 

Below are the list of materials and where you can possibly get it. Some links are Maurelle’s 
affiliate links, tools she love but no extra cost to you :) 

1. Felt Brush Pen with Small or Medium tip - the worksheet is best for small / 
medium tip brush pen but if you can’t find one you can still use large tip pens like 
Tombow Dual Brush Pen. Last resort would be watercolor pens or even crayola markers. 

 Any of these is recommended or something similar :

 a. Tombow Fudenosuke ( hard or soft tip)
 b. Zebra Fude Sign Brush Pen
 c. Zebra Funwari Fude Brush Pen
 d. Faber Castell PITT Artist Pen

 Other Brush Pens you can use that have a bigger tip

 a. Tombow Dual Brush Pen
 b. Zebra Midliner Brush Pen
 c. Crayola Broad Tip or Super Tip Markers ( these aren’t flexible as the felt tips  
 but it will still do the trick!)

You can check your local art stores that have online shopping. For US and Canada, you 
can try these links too:

Paper and Ink Arts 
John Neal Bookseller
Jet Pens

Opus Art Supplies ( BC, Canada)
Deserres ( Canada)

2. Paper - if you are able to print the worksheets that would be nice but if you 
don’t have access to a printer you can look for any smooth textured paper thick 
enough to absorb ink. Lined or graph paper would be best but if you just have 
blank paper,  you can still pencil in some lines as guide

Ideal to print on smooth quality paper like HP Printer Paper Premium 24 or 
similar

Other pads you can try :
• Rhodia Pads
• Cambridge Mead Quad Paper ( thin sheets but good enough)
• Muji Notebooks , Bullet journaling notebooks 
• that nice lined notebook you bought 10 years ago that you never want to write on 

because it’s just too pretty :)

https://www.amazon.ca/dp/B01M71S9DU/?ref=exp_hellomaurelle_dp_vv_d
https://www.amazon.ca/dp/B0773JKFTM/?ref=exp_hellomaurelle_dp_vv_d
https://www.amazon.ca/dp/B07TB22V6Y/?ref=exp_hellomaurelle_dp_vv_d
https://www.amazon.ca/dp/B00M94AAQY/?ref=exp_hellomaurelle_dp_vv_d
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B000XAORTC/?ref=exp_hellomaurelle_dp_vv_d
https://www.amazon.ca/dp/B07NDZ4G8S/?ref=exp_hellomaurelle_dp_vv_d
https://www.amazon.ca/dp/B00B8GZQZ4/?ref=exp_hellomaurelle_dp_vv_d
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0147GRVJK/?ref=exp_hellomaurelle_dp_vv_d
https://www.paperinkarts.com/brush-pens.html
https://www.paperinkarts.com/brush-pens.html
https://www.johnnealbooks.com/product/tombow-fudenosuke-soft-tip-brush-pen
https://www.jetpens.com/search?q=Brush+Pens&v=2
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B004HME07G/?ref=exp_hellomaurelle_dp_vv_d
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B06ZZ626KR/?ref=exp_hellomaurelle_dp_vv_d
https://www.amazon.ca/dp/B007Z7OLA6/?ref=exp_hellomaurelle_dp_vv_d


SEE YOU IN CLASS!
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